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Autonomous Rough-terrain Transport UGV Swarm (ARTUS)
Under the Preparatory Action on Defence Research (PADR), the grant for the Research Action call on
the topic ‘Future Disruptive Defence Technologies – Emerging Game-changers’, subtopic (5)
‘Augmenting soldier capacity’ was signed on 21 December 2020. The awarded project, called ARTUS,
is led by Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft (Germany). The consortium encompasses a total of 4 participants
from 3 countries. The project, which has a duration of 24 months, will receive an EU grant of roughly
€1,5 million.
PADR Call FDDT-EMERGING-03-2019 – Information on the awarded project
Name of the project

Autonomous Rough-terrain Transport UGV Swarm

Short name

ARTUS

Summary of the project
ARTUS project will develop a technological feasibility concept and demonstrator for a small swarm
of intelligent and autonomously operating Unmanned Ground Vehicles to support infantry platoons
during their missions. The supporting swarm will significantly augment their capacity by: providing
substantially added payload for the entire equipment through harsh environments, including
densely wooded or sloped areas; reacting autonomously to unexpected developments, such as
losses of parts of the swarm; increasing the unit's mobility and flexibility; and increasing the overall
protection level of the troops.
Project duration

24 months

Starting date

1 February 2021

Maximum foreseen EU Contribution

€ 1.527.268,75

List of participants
#

Name of the entity

Country

EU
Contribution
requested by the
entity1

1

Germany

€ 397.750,00

2

Fraunhofer Gesellschaft zur
Förderung der Angewandten Forschung E.V.
Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Aerospatiales

France

€ 324.618,75

3

charismaTec OG

Austria

€ 392.750,00

4

Diehl Defence GmbH & Co. KG

Germany

€ 412.150,00

The amount of EU contribution as included in the Grant Agreement. Final amounts need to be confirmed at the end of the
project.
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https://www.eda.europa.eu/what-we-do/activities/activities-search/pilot-project-and-preparatory-action-for-defence-research
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ARTUS – AUTONOMOUS ROUGH-TERRAIN TRANSPORT
UGV SWARM: AUGMENTING INFANTRY CAPACITIES BY
AN AUTONOMOUS SWARM OF UGVS

Consortia/Organization

ARTUS will develop a technological feasibility concept and demonstrator for a small, intelligent swarm of autonomously
operating Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGVs) to support infantry platoons on their missions. The supporting swarm of 3-12
medium size UGVs will significantly augment their capacity by:
- providing substantially added payload for the entire equipment through harsh environments, including densely wooded
or sloped areas,
- reacting autonomously and intelligently to unexpected developments, such as losses of parts of the swarm,
- high mobility and flexibility in use, i.e. not only the capacity to carry equipment but potentially also wounded soldiers,
- adding to the overall protection level of the troops, i.e. its own survivability and endurance, but also by diverting adversaries
attack strategies.
Single autonomously operating vehicles in military environments already exist as technical demonstrators and prototypes.
Full-scale combat vehicles are either upgraded with autonomy kits, allowing to navigate in off-road terrain and to conduct
pre-defined missions whilst being connected to a Battlefield Management System (BMS). Small UGVs, often with offensive
capabilities, are also offered. The radical vision of ARTUS is to demonstrate the feasibility of an intelligent small UGV swarm,
which follows closely a platoon in various terrains. It will have an in-situ connection to the BMS and will be capable to
dynamically, locally react to changing mission scenarios. Hence, the swarm immensely alters the soldier’s capacity, as it
carries all major logistical supply, including nutrition, ammunition and special gear. The project team includes all necessary
critical expertise coming from: major defence industry (vehicle autonomy), SME (highly maneuverable UGVs), RTOs (swarm
intelligence, protective systems).

Objectives
Development of a support/ carrier system for the so called “last mile” scenario:
>> multiple small robotic vehicles
>> high-level of autonomy
>> operating without the direct attendance of a soldier or an operator
Resulting Frame Conditions:
Single Vehicle:
>> capability of manoeuvring autonomously
>> individual field of action locally restricted
>> capturing the actual environment and situation
>> variable set of active and/or passive sensors
>> observing the actual required level of camouflage or radio silence
>> ability to communicate with other elements of the system
Multi-robot Swarm:
>> processing of information regarding the advancement of troops or structures on the command level
>> deduction of criterions for decisions or actions from the data gained by sensors, inter-vehicle or
command-level communication
>> ability to react accordingly as a flexible system in a team effort or under isolated conditions
These frame conditions cannot be met with few, large, expensive carrier vehicles, the loss of which
would put the success of the complete mission or even the health and security of the soldiers at
stake. This variety of boundary conditions calls for an intelligent swarm of 3-12 inexpensive, redundant
and thus individually expendable medium-sized UGVs.

4. Swarm Intelligence, Linking of BMS with swarm algorithms and autonomy
- Development of a mission control system (MSC) with swarm intelligence for the vehicle as a group
as well as in isolated mode
- Conceiving and programming logic and software for dynamic swarm configuration, embedded
distributed guidance scheme: overarching mission planning of the platoon, interlinked with BMS,
translated to directions for autonomy system.
- Interoperability with other friendly technology partners in the field

Intended system architecture: communication between BMS, troops and UGV swarm, UGV-internal navigation modules and procedures.

5. Vulnerability & Robustness Against Ballistic Threats
- Quantification of endurance capabilities of the single vehicle
- Reduction of vulnerability
- Real tests on hardware, mock-ups, scaled models
- Predictive, physics- and statistical-based simulation methods
- Analysis of swarm vulnerability, considering expendability of individual vehicles
6. Marriage & Evaluation
- Stepwise integration and evaluation of the different technologies:
- Integrating the autonomy kit into an existing vehicle platform
- Building of Mock-Ups for vulnerability testing
- Set-up of a demonstrator vehicle for comprehensive demonstration and evaluation.

Way Ahead

Vision of an autonomous, intelligent UGV swarm accompanying advancing infantry soldiers.

During the 24 months of project duration (Start: Feb-2021), the basic outlines of autonomous
navigation for a small number of vehicles shall be elaborated and implemented in demonstrator
vehicles, for virtually every type of terrain, acting together as a swarm and interacting with infantry
platoons and the superordinate command levels. An integrated approach is required to guarantee the
successful interaction of the different aspects of the system: navigation autonomy, swarm behaviour,
all-terrain capability and protection. Specifications and deployment scenarios will consider end-user’s
conceptions and requirements.

Work Strands
1. Requirements & Definition
- Of operational and technical specifications
2. Development of all-terrain chassis/UGV
- Deriving an over-all chassis concept, hardware construction
- Adapting existing and building new systems / components:
power management, drive train, chassis layout, payload concept…
- Designing, building, refining the control infrastructure, PLC-programming
3. Autonomous Navigation, Connection to higher-level Command structures
- Integrating the Diehl’s proprietary PLATON-autonomy kit
- Adapting PLATON to the vehicle and instrumentation concept
- Coupling with vehicle control software (cTec)
- Defining and establishing interfaces between vehicle management and control and swarm
command system
- Defining flexible connection to tactical network for situation awareness

>> While the actual ARTUS-program is ranking at relatively low Technology Readiness Levels (TRL;
TRL 3 – Experimental proof of concept, TRL 4 – Technology validated in lab), it is intended to bring the
system to higher TRLs in further projects, if possible even to a fully-fledged, operational system, ready
to be introduced into the market.
>> The radical vision of ARTUS as an intelligent swarm of autonomously navigating all-terrain UGV may
impact future mission planning and execution on a tactical and strategical level.
>> The development of the necessary control and communication structures for ARTUS may also
influence in general common control and communication standards and thus enhance interoperability
>> Civilian derivatives from the strictly military application could be conceived, e. g. fire-fighting,
explorations in harsh environments (volcanology, polar research), or prospection for natural resources.
>> Furthermore, the international collaboration of various companies and institutions on the ARTUS
project will lead to a consolidation of existing know-how and technological capabilities. It will also
create new fields of expertise and thus technological excellence in European defence companies.

Link to TBBs, CapTechs, and other links
- OSRA TBB78 “Manned/unmanned teaming”
- The project relates to CapTech Ground Systems
- Links to other subtopics in the same PADR-call:
1 Autonomous positioning, navigation and timing, and
2 Artificial Intelligence (AI) for defence
Contact
Dr. Christoph GlÖßner | christoph.gloessner@emi.fraunhofer.de
Project Website
www.eda.europa.eu/docs/default-source/documents/20210129_
padr-artus-projectweb.pdf

